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OpenVMS Alpha Internals and Data Structures: Memory Management (HP Technologies)Digital Press, 2002
OpenVMS Alpha Internals and Data Structures: Memory Management is an update
to selected parts of the book OpenVMS AXP Internals and Data Structures Version 1.5 (Digital Press, 1994). This book covers the extensions to the memory management subsystem of OpenVMS Alpha to allow the operating system and applications to access 64 bits of address...
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Going Corporate: A Geek's GuideApress, 2011

	Going Corporate: A Geek's Guide shows technology workers how to gain the understanding and skills necessary for becoming an effective, promotable manager or sought-after consultant or freelancer.
	
	Technology professionals typically dive deeply into small pieces of technology—like lines of code or the design of...
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Advanced Topics in Electronic CommerceIdea Group Publishing, 2005
The Advanced Topics in Electronic Commerce Series provides comprehensive coverage and understanding of the social, cultural, organizational, human, and cognitive impacts of the EC technologies and advances on organizations around the world. These impacts include those of EC on consumer behavior as well as on organizational behavior, development,...
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Enterprise Cybersecurity: How to Build a Successful Cyberdefense Program Against Advanced ThreatsApress, 2015

	Enterprise Cybersecurity empowers organizations of all sizes to defend themselves with next-generation cybersecurity programs against the escalating threat of modern targeted cyberattacks. This book presents a comprehensive framework for managing all aspects of an enterprise cybersecurity program. It enables an enterprise to...
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My Time Will Come: A Memoir of Crime, Punishment, Hope, and RedemptionPantheon, 2021

	The inspiring story of activist and poet Ian Manuel, who at the age of fourteen was sentenced to life in prison. He survived eighteen years in solitary confinement—through his own determination and dedication to art—until he was freed as part of an incredible crusade by the Equal Justice Initiative.

	 
...
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Introduction to Private Land Mobile Radio (LMR): Dispatch, LTR, APCO, MPT1327, iDEN, and TETRAAlthos Publishing, 2004
This book explains the different types of private land mobile radio systems, their basic operations, and the services they can provide.

If you are involved or getting involved in land mobile radio technologies and services, this book is for you. This book covers the basics of private land mobile radio systems including traditional...
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Lessons in Grid Computing: The System Is a MirrorJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Praise for Lessons in Grid Computing: The System Is a Mirror
    

    "You should not overlook the potential genius in this concept."
    —Geoffrey Moore, consultant and author, Dealing with Darwin    

    "Since he first identified 'information systems as mirrors of...
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Influence Without Authority (2nd Edition)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
At some point, almost all of us will find ourselves in the same bind at work: we know what needs to be done and how to do it, but we can't get the right people on board. The risk is allowing frustration to become resignation—or unproductive retaliation. Fortunately, the new and improved Influence Without Authority, Second Edition offers a...
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Information and Communications Technologies OECD Communications Outlook 2007OECD, 2007
The  OECD Communications Outlook  provides an extensive range of indicators for different types of communications networks and compares performance indicators such as revenue, investment, employment and prices for service throughout the OECD area. These indicators are essential for industry and for regulators who use benchmarking to evaluate policy...
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The Last Male Bastion: Gender and the CEO Suite in Americas Public CompaniesRoutledge, 2009

	Not until 1997 did a female become chief executive officer of a Fortune 500 corporation (Jill Barad, at Mattel Toy Co. Women’s progress since that time has been in fits and starts, exceedingly slow. The number of women CEOs reached 4 in 1999 only to slide back to 2 in 2001. Meanwhile, while not reaching anything approaching parity,...
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Preventing Good People From Doing Bad Things: Implementing Least PrivilegeApress, 2011

	In today’s turbulent technological environment, it’s becoming increasingly crucial for companies to know about the principle of least privilege. These organizations often have the best security software money can buy, with equally developed policies with which to execute them, but they fail to take into...
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The Truth About Confident PresentingFT Press, 2008

	Praise for The Truth About Confident Presenting 


	 


	"O'Rourke goes beyond the typical list of speaking tips and packs a lot of wisdom into his 51 truths. He explains the critical link between the content of a speech and its ultimate...
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